Existing Floor Plan

SCALE 1:100
TITLE PLAN

Location of Land

Town: KORUMBURA
Parishes: KORUMBURA

Crown Grant:

Edition 1 - TP 72982N

Note:

THIS PLAN HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR THE LAND REGISTRY, LAND VICTORIA, FOR TITLE DIAGRAM PURPOSES AS PART OF THE LAND TITLES AUTOMATION PROJECT COMPLETED. DB-AD 28770

Description of Land / Geographical Information

Site Aerial

SCALE 1:500

Site Aerial

SCALE 1:500

EXISTING CANOPY

EXISTING BUILDING

SUBJECT SITE

SITE AREA: 133.92m²

DRAWN: GP

PLOT: 4/09/2020

DATE: 30/09/2020

Sqm

01 Existing Building 157.50
02 Existing Canopy 62.77

220.27 m²

CLIENT: Monocellars

DRAWINGS TITLE: Preliminary Drawings

SVALUE: A3

PRODUCT: Liquor Licence

70 Commercial Street Korumburra

MONO CELLARS

Building designed
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